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Spin-parity assignments in 15C* by a new method:
b-delayed spectroscopy for a spin-polarized nucleus
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We propose a method of spin-parity assignments in decay spectroscopy. Its feasibility was tested for the
b-delayed neutron decay ofspin-polarized15B. Theb-decay asymmetries were measured in coincidence with
the delayed neutrons, and theAP values were evaluated for five allowed transitions leading to the excited
states in15C (Ex53.103, 4.220, 4.657, 5.866, and 6.426 MeV!. The spin parities of the former three states
were uniquely assigned as 1/22, 5/22, and 3/22, respectively. These assignments are consistent with the
previous assignments. Because of insufficient statistics for the 5.866-MeV state (1/22), an incorrect assign-
ment (3/22) could not be excluded within the 1s deviation. The spin-parity of the 6.417-MeV state is
suggested to be 1/22. The peak analysis with detector response in the neutron time of flight spectra enabled
precise determinations of the level energies and widths. The level widths were determined for the first time.
The present method is also applicable forb-delayed proton,a, andg decays, and it can be a powerful tool for
spectroscopic studies of nuclei far from the stability.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.67.014306 PACS number~s!: 21.10.Hw, 23.40.Hc, 29.30.2h, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

The radioactive nuclear beam facilities constructed dur
the past decade have enabled us to access nuclei far from
stability line. The observed exotic features, such as the n
tron halo, the anomaly in the single-particle energy, and
change of the magic number, have been stringent tests
our understanding of the structure of nuclei, established
far for nuclei close to the stability line. It is now necessary
investigate more details of the structure of exotic nuclei o
a wide region of the nuclear chart.

Determining the ground-state properties of nuclei, such
the mass, half-life, spin and parity, and electromagnetic m
ments, is the first step in understanding the nuclear struc
For a precise determination of the wave functions, also
portant is spectroscopic information associated with the
cited states. Due to a large mass difference between the
ent and daughter nuclei in a region far from the stability lin
the b-decay process preferentially proceeds to the part
unbound states~typical excitation energy up to 10–20 MeV!
in the daughter nucleus. A schematic example of an ene
diagram is shown in Fig. 1 for the case of a neutron-r
nucleus. The discreteness of the decaying particle~or g-ray!
energy allows us to individually determine the excitation e
ergy and the decay width of the excited states in the daug
nucleus, if we detect the decaying particle~s! or g rays in
coincidence with theb-rays. This is the typical method o
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b-delayed spectroscopy. One example involves the work
Harkewiczet al. @1# for 15B. They determined the energy o
the excited states and the Gamow-Teller transition stren
@B(GT)# for five excited states in15C above the neutron
threshold. In addition to this information, the spin parities
the excited states are also important, since the sequence
position of excited states are essential to determine
nucleon-nucleon interactions and/or the nuclear struct
From the logft values, the nature of the allowed transitions
assured, which constrains the spin parities to beI f5I i21 or
I i or I i11, and p f5p i , where I i

p i and I f
p f are the spin

parities of the initial and final states, respectively. Howev
these assignments are not unique and, apparently,
sufficient.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram ofb-delayed neutron decay.
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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MIYATAKE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 014306 ~2003!
Another possible method is to make use of anyb-decay
anisotropy for the allowed transitions with respect to the o
entation of the parent nucleus spin. Even if the parent nuc
spin is not oriented, if we observe theb rays in some direc-
tion we can constrain the spin orientation of the daugh
nucleus; also, theg rays which are subsequently emitted a
circularly polarized. Therefore, if theg-ray circular polariza-
tion is measured, unique spin-parity assignments can
made. This method is unfortunately not efficient for nuc
far from stability, because the measurements are limited
those states below the particle threshold, where the de
widths are often small, and the detection efficiency of
g-ray polarimeter is also generally small.

Here we propose another method to assign the spin p
of excited states. We take advantage of the anisotropib
decay of aspin-polarizednucleus. By detecting theb-decay
asymmetry in coincidence with delayed particle~s! or g
ray~s!, we can determine theAP values for individual states
whereA is the b-decay asymmetry parameter andP is the
spin polarization of the parent nucleus. The asymmetry
rameter~A! takes largely scattered discrete values, depend
on the initial- and final-state spins, whereas the polariza
(P), which is related to the reaction mechanism in produc
the parent nucleus, is common for allb-decay transitions. It
is therefore possible to determine the spins of states in
daughter nucleus as follows.

If the initial spin (I i) and one of the final spins (I f) are
known, the polarization~P! can be evaluated from theAP
value of the relevant transition. Then, other unknownI f ’s
become known. This method can be extended to a more
eral case where none of the final-state spins is known.
assignment can be done by searching for the least varian
P among the possible combinations of theI f ’s. The feasibil-
ity of this method has been successfully tested for
b-delayed neutron decay spectroscopy of15Bg.s. (I i

p53/22,
T1/2510.5 ms,Qb519.094 MeV).

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
the principle of the method. In Secs. III and IV, we giv
details concerning the experiment and a data analysis. In
V we discuss the scope of this method. Finally, in Sec.
we summarize the results and present some conclusions

II. PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

Sinceb decay is a parity nonconserving process,b rays
are emitted anisotropically with respect to the spin orien
tion of the parent nucleus. For the allowed transitions,
b-ray intensity @W(u)# is expressed as a function of th
emission angle (u) from the polarization axis as

W~u!}11~v/c!AP cosu, ~1!

wherev, c, A, andP are the velocity of theb ray, the light
velocity, the asymmetry parameter of theb transition, and
the polarization of the parent nucleus, respectively. In
case of a largeQb value, we can approximate thatv/c;1.
The polarization~P! is a quantity associated only with th
initial state, i.e., the ground state of the parent nucleus.
the other hand, the asymmetry parameter~A! is related to the
01430
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spins of both the initial (I i) and final states (I f). For the
allowed transitions, the spins of the final states are restric
to I f5I i21 or I i or I i11, and the parities must be the sam
p f5p i . For these three spin states, the asymmetry par
eters are expressed as follows:

A~ I i ,I f !55
61 for I f5I i21

61/~ I i11!22rAI i /~ I i11!

11r 2
for I f5I i

7
I i

I i11
for I f5I i11.

~2!

The upper~lower! sign is applicable for theb1 (b2) tran-
sition. Here,r in the middle case is the mixing ratio of th
Fermi to the Gamow-Teller transition probabilities,r
5CV^1&/CA^s&. The asymmetry parameter varies to a lar
extent according to the final state spin (I f). In the 15Bg.s.

(I i
p53/22) case, the possibleI f

p is either 1/22 or 3/22 or
5/22, and the asymmetry parameter~A! is, respectively, ei-
ther21.0 or20.4 or10.6. Here, in the middle case, a pu
Gamow-Teller transition is assumed, as is reasonably d
for most of the neutron-rich nuclei.

If b-delayed particles and/org rays are measured in co
incidence with theb-ray asymmetry, we can determine th
AP values in Eq.~1! for each transition. It is to be noted her
that the polarization~P! is common for all transitions. As a
result, if the initial-state spin (I i) and one of the final-state
spins (I f) are known, we can evaluateP, and can then deter
mine theA’s for any spin-unknown states. The discretene
of the A value enables unambiguous spin assignme
~method I!.

Let us consider a more general case~method II! where we
know I i , and none of the final state spins (I f). We cannot
determineP naively. There are three candidate values ofA
for each transition. In the case of15B, we observed five
allowed transitions leading to neutron-emitting states,
Harkewiczet al. @1#. Therefore, there are 243 (535) com-
binations of possibleA’s. For each allocatedAj value (j is
used to denote the transitions,j 51,2, . . .,5), thepolariza-
tion is evaluated asPj5(AP) j /Aj , where (AP) j is the mea-
sured asymmetry. For the proper combination ofA, i.e., the
correct spin assignments for all five final states, the evalua
Pj ’s should be consistent with each other. It is therefore
pected that for improper combinations ofA, the expected
value ofP should have systematic errors, and the variance
P should become larger. In other words, the correct ass
ment should give the least variance ofP. This is theguiding
principle to determineI f ’s simultaneously.

For thei th set ofAj ’s, the mean polarization (P̄i) is cal-
culated as

P̄i5

(
j

Pjwj

(
j

wj

~ i 51,2, . . . ,243!, ~3!
6-2
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SPIN-PARITY ASSIGNMENTS IN15C* BY A NEW . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C67, 014306 ~2003!
wherewj is the statistical weight factor for eachPj value,

wj5
Aj

2

s (AP) j

2
, ~4!

with the experimental errors (AP) j
for (AP) j . By definition,

the reducedxn
2 for the i th set is given as

xn
2~ P̄i !5

1

n (
j

~Pj2 P̄i !
2wj ~ i 51,2, . . . ,243!, ~5!

wheren indicates the degree of freedom (n54 in this case!.
The above-mentioned guiding principle is that the m
probable combination ofAj should give theleastxn

2 among
the 243 values for all possible combinations ofAj .
In that case,P̄i can be regarded as the statistically expec
value ofP.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The feasibility of the present method has been experim
tally tested for the b-delayed neutron decay o
spin-polarized15B.

A. Spin-polarized 15B

A radioactive nuclear beam of15B was produced in the
projectile-fragmentation reaction of a 110-MeV/nucle
22Ne beam from the RIKEN ring cyclotron on a9Be target
(832 mg/cm2). For calibrating the neutron counters, a17N
beam was also produced in the same beam-target com
tion. The spin polarization of15B was produced by taking
advantage of the reaction mechanism, following a method
Asahi and co-workers@3,4#: The 15B fragments emitted at a
finite angle ofu lab52.0°61.0° (Df561.0°) were accepted
by the fragment separator RIPS@5# and isotopically sepa
rated. The direction of the polarization was perpendicula
the reaction plane, which was the same as the median p
of the separator.15B fragments with momentump56.096
60.183 GeV/c (Dp/p563%) were transported to th
mass-dispersive focal plane~F2!, where isotope selection
was made. As shown in Fig. 2, a thin plastic scintillat
~F2S; 2 mm thick! and a Si detector (500mm) were placed
at F2 to identify 15B by taking advantage of theDE-TOF
~time of flight! correlation. An F2S scintillator was also use
as one of the trigger signals for the data-taking system.

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional view of theb-NMR apparatus.
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15B beam was then focused and implanted into a Pt
(100 mm thick! placed at the final focus point~F3!, which
was located 1.5 m downstream of F2. Theb-ray asymmetry
was measured by theb-NMR system surrounding the Pt foil
as shown in Fig. 2. In order to monitor the15B beam and to
make sure of its implantation into the Pt foil, three plas
scintillators and a Si detector were placed upstream~F3S,
BS, and SSD! and downstream~AS! of the Pt foil. The thick-
nesses of the detectors were 1 mm~F3S!, 2 mm ~BS!,
500 mm ~SSD! and 2 mm~AS!. To adjust the implantation
depth of the15B beam in the Pt foil, an Al energy absorbe
was inserted between the F3S and BS scintillators. The
sorber thickness was adjusted by tilting it. The trigg
condition was (DE1UùDE1DùDE2D)ø(DE1D
ùDE1UùDE2U). This prevented cosmic-ray events. A
though the beam contaminant3H and 6He were observed a
F2 with a similar amount to15B, their effects were negligible
in the b-neutron coincidence events, as confirmed in
b-decay time spectrum.

B. b-NMR system

The b-ray asymmetry was precisely measured using
b-NMR technique@6#. The principle is briefly described in
the following. According to Eq.~1! the b-ray counts are
most asymmetric in the directions parallel (u50) and anti-
parallel (u5p) to the polarization axis, as expressed by

N0~ I i ,I f !}«0
b«n

„11A~ I i ,I f !P…,
~6!

Np~ I i ,I f !}«p
b«n

„12A~ I i ,I f !P…,

whereNu(I i ,I f) are theb-ray counts in the directionu co-
incident with the delayed neutrons from a specific exci
state in15C(I f), and«p

b and«n are the detection efficiencie
for b-rays and neutrons, respectively. Thus the prod
A(I i ,I f)P can be deduced as

A~ I i ,I f !P5
N0~ I i ,I f !«p

b2Np~ I i ,I f !«0
b

N0~ I i ,I f !«p
b1Np~ I i ,I f !«0

b
. ~7!

Although the neutron counter efficiency («n) is canceled out
here, A(I i ,I f)P is subject to the asymmetry in theb-ray
counter efficiencies«0

b and«p
b . We therefore rotated the spi

orientation by 180 degrees by taking advantage of the a
batic fast passage~AFP! method in nuclear magnetic reso
nance~NMR!. By using theb-ray counts„Nu* (I i ,I f)… when
the nuclear spin is rotated by 180°,A(I i ,I f)P is obtained
freely from the spurious asymmetries

A~ I i ,I f !P5
AR21

AR11
,

~8!

R5
N0~ I i ,I f !/Np~ I i ,I f !

N0* ~ I i ,I f !/Np* ~ I i ,I f !
.

In the present work,b-ray counter telescopes were s
above and below the Pt stopper, as shown in Fig. 2. E
6-3
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MIYATAKE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 67, 014306 ~2003!
telescope consisted of two plastic scintillators~2 mm and 5
mm thick!, and the light output from each scintillator wa
detected by two small photomultiplier tubes~PMT,
HAMAMATSU R5600P! in coincidence. This type of PMT
functioned well even under the magnetic field, as discus
below. The solid angle of each telescope was 29% of 4p,
giving almost the largest figure of merit, (polarization2

3(yields). The finite solid angle causes spuriously sma
AP values, approximately 70% of that estimated by Eq.~8!,
where an infinitesimally small solid angle is assumed. T
reduction was imposed not onA, but onP, sinceA is solely
determined by theb-transition. A pair of Helmholtz coils
was set in the direction of polarization, i.e., perpendicular
the median plane of the RIPS, to apply a static magnetic fi
~500.0 G! on the region of the stopper~see Fig. 2!. This field
served not only as that for the magnetic resonance, but
as a holding field to preserve the spin polarization. The sp
relaxation time of15B in Pt is known to be much longer tha
its lifetime @6#. For the AFP operation, an rf-magnetic fie
was applied in the direction perpendicular to the static fi
by a pair of saddle-shaped coils. This shape was designe
that the decay neutrons would not be disturbed by the co
The same care was taken for designing the supports for
foil and scintillators. An rf-magnetic field was swept linear
from low to high frequency around the resonance freque
of n05676 kHz @4#. The primary 22Ne beam was pulsed
with a 15 ms on-beam period and a 17 ms off-beam per
In order to induce the AFP process in every other off-be
period, the rf-field was applied during 1 ms at the very b
ginning and the very end of the off-beam period. Betwe
the rf-application periods theb rays and neutrons were de
tected, as schematically shown in Fig. 3.

C. Neutron counters

Theb-delayed neutrons from15C* were detected by plas
tic scintillation counters surrounding theb-NMR system, as
shown in Fig. 4. The neutron counters were set so as
detect neutrons emitted vertically to theb-ray direction. This
geometry minimized the neutron energy broadening due
the b-ray recoil effects. The neutron energies were de
mined through the time-of-flight~TOF!, referred to theb-ray
signal as the start pulse. The plastic scintillator~BICRON
BC408! was curved in the vertical direction with a 150 c
radius~160-cm arc length! and a 40-cm latitudinal width in
the median plane. The neutron energy resolution was e

FIG. 3. Time sequence of the beam irradiation (TB), rf-field
application for AFP (Tr f ), andb-n counting (TC). A rf-field was
not applied in the period expressed by the dotted line.
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mated to be 30 keV~full width at half maximum! for 1-MeV
neutrons, which was primarily determined by the scintilla
thickness~2.0 cm!.

Twelve of such scintillators were placed 150 cm aw
from the Pt stopper. The scintillators altogether covere
21.1% solid angle of 4p. In order to achieve a high neutro
detection efficiency, the scintillator geometry was carefu
designed with respect to light reflection and attenuation,
two photomultiplier tubes~HAMAMATSU H1161! were di-
rectly attached to the scintillator on both ends of the lon
tudinal arc. As a result, we could lower the threshold down
3.4(27) keVee ~electron equivalent energy! and, conse-
quently, a high efficiency of 0.47%~5.6% with 12 scintilla-
tors! was achieved for 1-MeV neutrons. In order to get rid
any time fluctuation due to neutron hit positions along t
arc, the mean value of two time to digital converter~TDC!
data from PMT’s was used. The pulse-height information~Q!
from PMT’s was also recorded to correct for any time sle
ing, i.e., the time jitter of leading-edge discriminators d
pending on the pulse height (Q). The slewing correction was
successfully made by assuming the relation

t5t02sA2 ln~Q/Qth!, ~9!

with the thresholdQth53.4 keVee and the signal rise time
s52.2 ns. The former value was determined from an e
ciency calibration measurement~discussed later!, and the lat-
ter was evaluated from the best slewing correction. The la
is consistent with a typical specification value of 2.3 ns@7#.
Thoseb-n coincidence events with more than one neutr
counter were rejected to reduce the background from cos
rays and neutron scattering.

IV. RESULTS

A. Calibration of neutron counters with 17N beam

For a precise determination ofA, it is necessary to iden
tify and decompose the peaks in the TOF spectrum and
precisely evaluate the neutron counts associated with e
peak. In general, the peaks overlap with each other due to
effects discussed below. Therefore, it is important to achi
precise peak decomposition with accurate response funct

FIG. 4. Neutron counters. Theb-NMR system shown in Fig. 2
is placed at the center of the counter array.
6-4
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SPIN-PARITY ASSIGNMENTS IN15C* BY A NEW . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C67, 014306 ~2003!
of the neutron counter. In order to obtain the response fu
tions,b-delayed neutrons from17N were measured. The de
cay property of 17Ng.s. (I p51/22, T1/254.17 s, andQb
58.680 MeV) is well established@8#. Figure 5 shows the
result. The neutron counts are plotted as a function of
flight time. Three peaks can be clearly seen. It can also
noticed that each peak has a long tail on the lower-ene
side. This spectrum was fitted by analytic functions wh
took into account the following effects.

~a! The level width of the initial state of neutron deca
(17O* in the above case!. For this, a Lorentz form function
as the flight time~t! was assumed,

H~ t !5K
G/2p

Fm

2 S L

t D
2

2EnG2

1~G/2!2
U]En

]t U, ~10!

whereK, m, En , G, L are the amplitude, the neutron mas
its kinetic energy, the level width, and the flight length, r
spectively. The factoru]En /]tu5mL2/t3 is for the conver-
sion fromEn to t.

~b! The uncertainty inL due to the scintillator thickness
the counter misalignment, the finite beam-spot size
313 mm2 in x3y), and so on. These effects were incorp
rated by a Gaussian with the standard deviation (s t), which
is expressed by the mean flight length~L! and its deviation
(sL), s t5t3sL /L.

~c! The effects of the neutron scattering by mater
around the stopper, such as Helmholtz coils, before neut
reach the scintillator. This causes a tail in the largert side
~lower En side! of the peak. To incorporate the effect, a
empirical function converting from an unscattered spectr
with flight time ~t! to the scattered one with flight time (t8),

f ~ t,t8!5
a

t82~ t2b!
~ t<t8!,

FIG. 5. TOF spectrum ofb-delayed neutrons from17N. The
energies are given inEn . The fitting results are shown by lines. Th
dashed lines show the components attributed to each transition
the solid line shows their sum.
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f ~ t,t8!50 ~ t.t8!, ~11!

was assumed with the parametersa andb. It was found that
the parameters showed a negligibly small neutron-energy
pendence. Therefore, they were fixed for all neutron pea

~d! The intrinsic time resolution of the scintillator and/o
PMT of both theb ray and the neutron counters and of t
associated electronics circuits. A Gaussian was assume
the overall effects, and the constant width parameter w
determined to bes t850.75(4) nsec by fitting theg-ray peak,
which is not shown in Fig. 5.

~e! The constant background due to accidental coin
dence between theb-counter events and background even
in the neutron counters.

~f! The background due tob-ray scattering before reach
ing the b-ray telescope. This effect gives a monotone d
creasing spectrum witht ~TOF!.

In the fitting procedure, first of all, the absolute time sca
was calibrated by referring to the peaks in Fig. 5. Howev
presumably because the neutron energy (En) is limited be-
low 1.7 MeV there, the evaluatedEn’s for peaks in the15B
data~Fig. 6! were slightly higher (;2%) in the regionEn
.3 MeV than those calculated from the Ajzenberg’s ene
level compilation for15C @2#. Therefore, the time calibration
was again made by adopting neutron energies both from
17N data@8# and the15B data@2#, and the flight length un-
certainty was determined by fitting the high energy side
the 1.17-MeV peak in Fig. 5 with a convoluted function i
corporating the effects of~a!, ~b!, and~d!. The best-fit values
wereL5149.52(1) cm andsL51.81(5) cm. They are con
sistent with the designed values. The parametersa andb for
the neutron-scattering effect~c! were determined so thata
50.101(2) nsec andb55.1(4) nsec, by fitting the 1.17- an

nd
FIG. 6. TOF spectrum ofb-delayed neutrons from15B. The

fitting results are shown by lines. The dashed lines show the c
ponents attributed to each transition and the solid line shows t
sum.
6-5
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TABLE I. Levels in 15C observed in the present work: neutron energy,En ; level energy,Ex ;
and width,G.

En (MeV) Ex in 15C (MeV) G (keV)

present work estimated from Ref.@2# present work Ref.@2# present work Ref.@2#

→ 1.759~4! → 3.103~4! 26~7! ,40
→ 2.802~3! → 4.220~3! 37~10! ,14
→ 3.210~8! → 4.657~9! 50~13!

→ 4.338~8! → 5.866~8! 12~3!

4.861~8! 4.82~6!a 6.426~8! b 6.417~6! 14~4!b ;50

aReference@1#.
bThese values were obtained under the assumption of a single neutron peak at 4.861 MeV.
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1.70-MeV peaks in Fig. 5 with convoluted function incorp
rating the effects through~a! to ~d! and background@~e! and
~f!#.

The fitted results are shown by the lines in Fig. 5. T
dotted lines are the components attributed to each trans
and the solid line is their sum. The reducedx square of the
overall fitting was 2.2. The absolute neutron detection e
ciency was evaluated from the counts of the 1.17-MeV n
tron peak in Fig. 5. The efficiency was compared with
simulation code by Cecilet al. @9#. It was found, as men
tioned before, electron equivalent thresholdQth
53.4 keVee. In the following analyses of the15B data, pa-
rameters other than the amplitude and the level width (G) in
Eq. ~10! were fixed to those determined in the above fittin
and their errors were propagated to the fitting errors.

B. Neutron TOF spectrum with 15B beam

With the spin-polarized15B, four kinds of TOF spectra
were obtained with theb rays emitted upward or downwar
and spin-up or -down. The amplitude in Eq.~10! for each
peak in the respective spectra are proportional toN0(I i ,I f),
Np(I i ,I f), N0* (I i ,I f), andNp* (I i ,I f) in Eq. ~8!. In order to
identify the peaks, a high-statistics spectrum was obtaine
summing the four spectra, as shown in Fig. 6.

There are three major peaks and some peaks significa
overlap with each other. This situation is essentially the sa
as in the previous work by Harkewiczet al. @1#. As discussed
above the intrinsic time resolution of the detector system
estimated to be;360 keV at the 50–60-nsec region. Ther
fore, we assumed five isolated peaks which are apart f
others more than 360 keV. These peaks were unambiguo
assigned as being due to neutron decays from the kn
excited states in15C, except for the smallest peak att
549 ns (En;4.8 MeV). For this peak, Harkewiczet al. @1#
determinedEn;4.82(6) MeV, thusEx56.38(6) MeV, and
pointed out that the peak was associated with the level in15C
at 6.358~6! MeV or 6.417~6! MeV, or a mixture of them. It is
also consistent with the 6.449~7!-MeV level @2#. Because of
the indefinite information concerning of this peak, we r
garded it as the peak associated with a single neutron tra
tion and treated its energy as a free parameter in the fitt
and otherEn’s were fixed to those in Ref.@2#. As a result, we
determined a value different from that of Ref.@1#,
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En54.861(8) MeV, which corresponds to Ex
56.426(8) MeV. The small uncertainty is due to the we
established response function and small number of free
rameters (K, andG for five peaks andEn for the 4.86-MeV
peak!. The determinedEn is consistent with the state a
6.417~6! MeV, but with neither of the states at 6.358~6! nor
6.449~7! MeV @2#. However, because of the limited statisti
~2400 counts! and the resolution~360 keV!, it is not possible
to exclude contributions from neutron decays of t
6.358~6!- and/or 6.449~7!-MeV states. Hereafter, we evalua
the AP value and assign the spin on the assumption o
single peak atEn54.86 MeV. The results of the peak fittin
are listed in Table I. The errors were estimated by the e
propagation of statistical errors and systematic errors in
fitting procedure.

C. Spin assignments

The fitting was performed for the four TOF spectra ind
pendently of each other. The overall reducedxn

2’s were 2.4,
2.7, 2.6, and 2.5 for the spectrum ofN0 , Np , N0* , andNp* ,
respectively. TheAP values were deduced for each neutr
peak according to Eq.~8!. The errors of theAP values were
estimated by taking into account, in addition to the statisti
errors, such errors as the systematic errors in the resp
functions discussed above, and the errors in the spect
fitting. That is, the statistical errors of the neutron cou
were multiplied by a scale factor,Axn

2, wherexn
2 is the re-

ducedx square of the fitting in the respective TOF spectru
@10#. Table II summarizes the experimentalAP values.

Harkewiczet al. @1# determined the logft values for the
five observed transitions. They were in the range 4.34–5
It is therefore concluded that all five states are associa
with the allowed transitions, and that ourI f

p-assignment
method can be applied to all of them.

1. Assignments with a known If
p : Method I

At first, let us assume that we know one of the final-st
spin-parities in15C, together with the initial-state spin-parity
I i

p53/22, of 15Bg.s.. If we know that theEx53.103 MeV
state, which has the highest statistics, isI f

p51/22 @2#, we can
determine the polarization asP522.80(46)%, because th
asymmetry parameter associated with this state is21. The
sign of the polarization is consistent with a kinematical co
sideration@3#. Thus, the experimental asymmetry paramet
6-6
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TABLE II. ExperimentalAP values and spin-parity assignments.

Ex in 15C experimentalAP most probableA spin-parity assignment

present work Ref.@2#

3.103~4! 12.80(46) 21.0 1/22 1/22

4.220~3! 22.8(16) 10.6 5/22 5/22

4.657~9! 10.44(85) 20.4 3/22 3/22

5.866~8! 12.4(22) @21.0,20.4# @1/22,3/22# 1/22

6.426~8! 15.2(35) 21.0 @1/22# @3/2,5/2,7/2#
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~A! for other states can be immediately evaluated asA
511.00(58),20.16(31),20.87(80), and21.9(13) for the
states atEx54.220, 4.657, 5.866, and 6.426 MeV, respe
tively. Here, the error in theAP value of the 3.103-MeV
state is propagated to the errors in theA values for other
states. These experimental asymmetry parameters are pl
in Fig. 7. The horizontal lines in the figure indicate the po
sible values ofA for allowed transitions from15Bg.s.. It can
be seen that the experimentalA values of the 4.220-, 4.657-
and 6.426-MeV states are consistent withA510.6,20.4,
and21, respectively, within those 1s deviations. By adopt-
ing theA values determined here, theI f

p’s of these states ar
assigned to be 5/22, 3/22, and 1/22, respectively. The spin
parity assignments for the former two states agree with
previous assignments@2#.

No definite spin-parity assignment has been made so
for the 6.426-MeV state; only a suggestion has been m
from the angular-distribution data of the14C(d,p) 15C reac-
tion, i.e., I f

p is to be either 3/21, 5/21, 5/22 or 7/22 @11#.
However, the angular distribution has no crucial sensitiv

FIG. 7. Experimental asymmetry parameters for transitio
leading to the states in15C when it is assumed that the 3.103-Me
state isI f

p51/22. The horizontal lines show the possible values
A for allowed transitions from15Bg.s.. For I f

p51/22, 3/22, and
5/22, A should be21, 20.4, and10.6, respectively.
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to spin-parity. As mentioned before, the logft value ~5.39!
for the transition leading to this state requires a minus par
As can be seen in Fig. 7, it is most probable thatI f

p51/22

for this state, which does not agree with any of the abo
suggestions.

The A value for the 5.866-MeV state is consistent bo
with A520.4(I f

p51/22) and21(3/22) within the 1s de-
viation, although this state is assigned as 1/22 @2#. In order to
exclude the incorrect assignment with higher probabil
more statistics are needed for the 5.866-MeV data. Thi
discussed in Sec. V.

2. Assignments without known If
p : Method II

When none of theI f
p’s is known, the method of leas

variance ofP should be applied. For all possible 243 comb
nations ofI f ’s, xn

2 of Eq. ~5! and the mean polarization (P̄)
of Eq. ~3! were calculated. Their correlation is shown in Fi
8. Although thexn

2 values range widely from 0.4 to 9.9, th
P̄ values show a rather discrete feature: There are th
groups with respect to theP̄ value. This is explained by the
discreteness of theA value, as follows. Because the 3.10
MeV state has the highest statistics, the mean polariza
( P̄) is significantly governed byPj of the 3.103-MeV data.
Among 243 data points, 81 give positiveP̄ values, where an
incorrect value ofA510.6 is allocated for the transition to
the 3.103-MeV state, without any exception. This givesPj
514.67% associated with this transition. The positive p

s

f

FIG. 8. xn
2 as a function of the mean polarization (P̄).
6-7
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larization is unrealistic from the kinematical condition@3#.
On the other hand, the data with a correct assignment oA

521 for the 3.103-MeV state give almost stableP̄, ranging
from 21.9% to22.8%. In the third group of the left side i
Fig. 8, another incorrect value ofA520.4 is allocated for
the 3.103-MeV state.

As discussed before, the proper combination should
associated with the leastxn

2 of P. It is achieved atxn
250.43

and P̄522.81(42)% with aA combination of A521,
10.6,20.4,21, and 21, for the 3.103-, 4.220-, 4.657-
5.866-, and 6.426-MeV states, respectively. This combi
tion gives the following set ofI f

p values: 1/22, 5/22, 3/22,
1/22, and 1/22, respectively. It is to be noted that the form
four assignments, including that for the 3.103-MeV st
whoseI f

p value was assumed in method I, are consistent w
the literature@2#. The second minimumxn

2 was obtained at

xn
250.50 andP̄522.84(43)% with anotherI f

p set where
only the fourth assignment is different@ I f

p(5.866)53/22#
from the least case. The third minimumxn

2 was obtained at

xn
250.65 andP̄522.80(42)% with anotherA combination

where only the fifth assignment is different from the lea
case:I f

p51/22, 5/22, 3/22, 1/22, and 3/22 for the 3.103-,
4.220-, 4.657-, 5.866-, and 6.426-MeV states, respectiv
The mean polarization values (P̄) for the three cases ar
consistent with each other and also with that by metho
Because of small difference ofxn

2 values between the leas
~0.43! and the second minimum~0.50! cases, a unique as
signment for the 5.866-MeV state is not possible also
method II. On the other hand, different assignments for
6.426-MeV state cause rather large difference in thexn

2 val-
ues, and thus a unique assignment is possible, as in the
of method I, from the statistical analysis. Details of the s
tistical analysis are discussed in Sec. V.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Spin assignment for the 6.426-MeV state

A justification of the spin assignments can be made
terms of thex-square test, as follows. We made the m
probable spin assignment with axn

2 value of 0.43 in method
II. The significance of this assumption~assignment! is mea-
sured by thexn

2 value. In the case with a degree of freedo
of n54 ~present case!, a 70% level of significance corre
sponds to a reducedx squarexn

250.55 @10#. This value is
larger than the assumedxn

2 value. This means that the a
sumption is correct with the 30% confidence coefficie
However, another set of the spin assignments correspon
to the secondx-square minimum (xn

250.50) cannot be ex-
cluded under this level of significance. On the other ha
the third minimumxn

2 case where only the 6.426-MeV sta
spin is differently assigned from the leastxn

2 case, itsxn
2

value ~0.65! is larger than 0.55. Therefore, this assignme
can be rejected under the 70% level of significance.

Another discussion can be made from the view point
the errors of polarization (Pj ) evaluated from specific tran
sition data@(AP) j #. ThePj values should be consistent wit
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the mean value (P̄) which is determined by all transitions, i
the respective assignment is properly made. Figure 9 sh
the relative deviation ofPj @(Pj2 P̄)/ P̄# for the spin as-

signments with the leastxn
2 ~solid circle!, the second~open

circle!, and the third~cross! minimum cases. All of the solid
circles and open circles are consistent with zero within th
1s deviations, whereas the cross for the 6.426-MeV stat
out of this range. This fact implies that the third minimu
assignment is highly improbable. It is noted again that ab
discussion is the based on the assumption, that the 4.8-M
peak in the neutron spectrum would only be associted wi
single neutron transition.

B. Error consideration

The AP values may be affected by a systematic err
such as unstable polarization due to imperfect manipula
of the polarization and/or the beam. These errors contrib
to enlarge all of thex2 values and do not affect any specifi
A combination. Therefore, the result of the present spin
signment is unchanged in a sense that the sequence of thx2

value does not change, although the fitting quality becom
worse because of the additional errors.

As displayed in Fig. 9, for unambiguous spin assig
ments, it is important that the errors of (AP) j due to statistics
and peak fitting are smaller than the error inPj due to an
incorrect spin assignment. In the present work, the inte
peak of the 3.103-MeV state gives an;10% statistical error
in (AP) j , and the fitting error enlarges this by a factor
1.6, resulting in an;16% error of (AP) j . On the other
hand, an incorrect assignment causes a 60% error inPj ,
which is by far larger than the former errors. This fact e
sures the effectiveness of the present method. Actually,
4.338-MeV peak to the 5.866-MeV state gives an;92%

FIG. 9. Relative deviation ofPj @(Pj2 P̄)/ P̄# for spin assign-
ments with the leastxn

2 case~solid circles!, with the second mini-
mum case ~open circles!, and with the third minimum case
~crosses!.
6-8
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SPIN-PARITY ASSIGNMENTS IN15C* BY A NEW . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C67, 014306 ~2003!
error of (AP) j including an;58% statistical error, which
leads to the ambiguous spin assignment as mentioned ab
In a general case where an incorrect assignment caus
smaller error than in the above case, it is important to red
the statistical error. The relative statistical error ofAP is
expressed as

d~AP!

uAPu
5

12~AP!2

4uAPu S 1

N0
1

1

Np
1

1

N0*
1

1

Np*
D 1/2

;
1

uAPuAN
,

~12!

where N is the total counts,N5N01Np1N0* 1Np* , and
uAPu!1 is assumed. The relative error depends more sig
cantly on theuAPu value than the total counts (N). For ex-
ample, whenuAPu52.4% ~the case of the 5.866-MeV state!,
the relative error,d(AP)/uAPu530%, requires the statistic
of 23104 counts for unambiguous spin assignment, which
about four times larger than the present statistics. While o
200 counts are required, if a ten-times larger polarization
achieved. It is to be noted that spin assignments in
present work have been performed with a rather small po
ization of P522.8%. The assignment can be done mu
more efficiently with highly polarized radioactive nucle
beams which have recently become available with state
the-art laser technologies@12#.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We propose a method of spin-parity assignments in
decay spectroscopy for a spin-polarized nucleus. It takes
vantage of the discreteness of theb-decay asymmetry pa
rameter (A), depending on the initial- and final-state spins
feasibility test was performed for theb-delayed neutron de
cay of 15B. Theb-decay asymmetries were measured in
r.,
s.

-
J.
a

i,
T.
nd

K.
h
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incidence with the delayed neutrons, and theAP values were
evaluated for five allowed transitions leading to the exci
states in15C. The peak analysis with well-established dete
tor response function in the neutron TOF spectra enable
precise determination of the level energies and the width
Ex , G53.103(4) MeV, 26~7! keV; 4.220~3!, 37~10!;
4.657~9!, 50~13!; 5.866~8!, 12~3!; 6.426~8!, 14~4!. The level
widths for these states were determined for the first time
the present work. The neutron peak for the last state has
been definitely analyzed, since the intrinsic energy resolu
and the statistics were not enough to resolve the poss
three states~6.358, 6.417, and 6.449 MeV!.

From theAP values, the spin-parities were uniquely a
signed asI f

p51/22, 5/22, 3/22, and 1/22, respectively, for
Ex53.103-, 4.220-, 4.657-, and 6.426-MeV state. The
signments for the former three states are consistent with
previous assignments. The assignment 1/22 for the 6.246-
MeV state was suggested for the first time. Because of in
ficient statistics for the 5.866-MeV state, an incorrect assi
ment (3/22) could not be excluded, within the 1s deviation
from the correct one (1/22). The present method is als
applicable forb-delayed proton anda and g decays. This
method can be a powerful tool to investigate the exotic str
tures of nuclei far from stability.
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